SO CONNECTED, YOU’RE FREE.

HOW-TO GUIDE: CONNECTED DRIVE SERVICES - BMW APPS.
What do the Connected Drive Services have to offer?
The option ConnectedDrive Services is the basis of all intelligent services of BMW ConnectedDrive which provide you with several information and entertainment services on your journey, such as News, Online Search or an email connection. Vehicle and smartphone are also connected using BMW Apps such as the BMW Connected App and other third-party apps. The ConnectedDrive Services thus give you the freedom to be connected with everything that is important to you. Immerse yourself in the diverse world of BMW ConnectedDrive.

What does the option ConnectedDrive Services include?
- A SIM card which is permanently installed in your vehicle
  - The ability to book and use all internet-based services of BMW ConnectedDrive
- BMW Online
  - News
  - Weather
  - Online search
  - Office functions
  - Vehicle applications
  - BMW Routes
- BMW Apps
  - Use of BMW’s own apps
  - Use of ‘BMW Apps ready’ applications (e.g. AUPEO!, Deezer and many more)

Requirements for use:
- Ordering of option ConnectedDrive Services (6AK)
What does the function BMW Apps have to offer you?
BMW Apps is a part of the option ConnectedDrive Services and enables the convenient use of smartphone apps in your vehicle. You use the Internet connection from your own smartphone, which needs to be connected to the vehicle via USB cable or Snap-In Adapter. BMW Connected App which was developed by BMW and several third-party apps can then be used in your BMW. They are displayed in the typical BMW interface and can be operated using the iDrive Controller. When the BMW Connected App is in handheld mode (when the app is not connected with your BMW), you will find an overview of all currently compatible third-party apps (such as AUPEO!, Deezer, etc.) under > Info > BMW Apps ready.

Requirements for use:
- Ordering of option ConnectedDrive Services (6AK)
USE OF BMW APPS IN THE VEHICLE.

1. Select ‘ConnectedDrive’ in the main menu.

2. Scroll to BMW Apps.

3. In order to use the compatible app, connect the smartphone to your vehicle with a USB cable or Snap-In Adapter and start the app on the smartphone (not necessary with Android).

4. It is possible to switch between various apps which are compatible with your BMW, i.e. ‘BMW Apps ready’, using the menu item ‘More apps’.
In order to find out which third-party apps can be used in your BMW, go to ‘BMW Apps ready’ when the BMW Connected app is in handheld mode (when the BMW is not connected to the smartphone).

Here an overview is available of the already installed and additionally available ‘BMW Apps ready’ applications.

Please note: Not all functions are available for Android devices. However, the range is continually being expanded.